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Article 6

D o n o r s
ANDREA MARCUSA

E L I Z A B E T H JENKINS WAS A B NEGATIVE.

First Nancy's own daughter, Nina, and then Katie, the long-term
heart patient and now Elizabeth Jenkins on life support. Dr. Lynch
must already have heard. He always knew about the possible donors.
Nancy scrolled through the report and considered the odds. Nina,
Katie and now Elizabeth, all three with AB negative blood, a type
found in only one percent of the population. Nancy wished the
coincidence would mean something. She exhaled slowly, turned her
eyes away from the computer screen and looked out the window. One
more inconsequential pattern, another Yellow Car Syndrome.
Nancy read about the Yellow Car Syndrome in a psychology
magazine she found on a hospital lounge table. The caption under a
photo of a nondescript yellow car had read, "A new owner of a yellow
car may be so sensitized to its bright shade that yellow cars seem
more plentiful on the roadway than they actually are." She read on,
"A compulsion to focus with such intensity on certain facts that they
eclipse others." Nancy thinks she has Yellow Car Syndrome. She still,
three years after her daughter's death, seems to only see details that
relate to her dead child.
Sometimes the slant of the sun on the sidewalk would remind her
of an afternoon with Nina on the swings at the park; other times a
common brand of soap Nina liked recalled a game her daughter
had played as a girl during her bath. On the morning she noticed
Elizabeth Jenkins' AB blood type, Nancy felt the replay of Nina's last
days returning and steeled herself against it. She didn't want to think
about the family plans for the neighborhood's Fourth of July barbeque
or the blanket she'd already put in the car for viewing the fireworks.
But Elizabeth Jenkins' report had triggered the memory. She squeezed
her hands remembering how she had gripped the steering wheel as
she fought dense holiday traffic on the freeway to the hospital and her
rush through the emergency center doors into icy air conditioning.
Nancy swiveled in her chair, clicked the mouse and read more of
Elizabeth's report: sixteen years old; severe head trauma; subdural
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hematoma. The patient's future was uncertain. The swelling could
lessen, or worsen, while her worried family waited, perhaps for
several days.
At Safeway, on her way home from work, Nancy placed several
frozen dinners onto the express check-out lane and once again
thought of the new patient, Elizabeth. She imagined the girl's parents
were still hoping. She thought, then, about hope, so big and opaque,
a shield from what lay ahead. Some of the bitterness lurking beneath
always found its way through. It seeped into a person. But that big
cushion of hope managed to keep the worst away.
As she watched the cashier ring u p the few items, she recalled
her confusion during those days of waiting to learn if Nina would
survive. No wonder she had walked, by mistake, into Katie's room
that same Fourth of July weekend. A woman, the girl's mother, Nancy
supposed, sat at what Nancy thought was Nina's bedside, reading
out loud from a book. The girl had a tube d o w n her throat, just like
Nina. Nancy still felt a wave of embarrassment when she thought
about how she was going to demand w h y the w o m a n was sitting in
her chair until she realized that she'd mistaken this other girl's room
for her daughter's.
Nancy picked u p the grocery bag and fished in her pocketbook for
the car keys, and then headed to the parking lot where she noticed
petunias spilling out of the wooden planters along the way. She
didn't remember seeing them there last year, even though she'd been
stopping weekly at this shopping center since taking the hospital job
as an organ donation counselor last August. As she settled into the
driver's seat, she wondered w h y the memory of accidentally walking
into that hospital room returned more than the others from that
horrible weekend.
It was about six months into her volunteering at Mercy Hospital, that
Nancy had first looked in on Katie, after the girl had been admitted to
the cardiac floor for the fourth time in three months. Katie's doctors
were always pushing the boundaries trying to repair the 16-year-old's
weak heart, even though her name was already on the waiting list
for a new one. That's how it was with the congenital heart disease
patients. The surgeons work on the heart for as long as they can,
patching, fixing, and repairing so the kids can keep them. But even
after all the repair work, Katie's was failing. With each stay, Nancy
had seen Katie's name as a possible heart recipient and noticed the
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AB negative blood, and wondered about her. A new organ of the same
blood type for Katie would be hard to find. Nancy had seen patients
die while they waited. Seen the names listed one day and suddenly
disappear the next week. The lucky ones received new hearts, some
had been listed in several states and when an organ became available
they had u p and traveled to get the body part they needed to survive.
For the others, life had left them slowly, blue fingered and lipped,
pale, thin, tethered to oxygen, then gone. And now, out of nowhere,
this trauma victim, Elizabeth Jenkins, had appeared.
Nancy still remembers the day she finally tracked d o w n Katie. Each
time her name had appeared in the column of admitted transplant
waiting list patients, she'd wanted to see what she looked like. See if
her hunch about her was right. On the afternoon that she had stopped
by her room and looked in, Katie lay asleep in her bed. Even though it
had been a long time since her own daughter had died, the similarities
in appearance between Katie and the way she had remembered her
daughter in the hospital were jarring. Same sallow complexion,
delicately curved neck and long dark hair needing brushing. Nancy
felt her eyes flood at the sight of the girl. "She's a patient," she told
herself, then stared first at the green tiled floor, then at the walls.
The corkboard over the girl's bed held a flier, impossible to
overlook with its hot pink paper and bold black lettering. Nancy
quickly recognized the correspondence as one of the mailings sent
out periodically by the local ballet academy. Even after Nina died,
their fliers would arrive every eight weeks, until she called the school
secretary and asked for her name to be removed from the mailing list.
She strained to read the familiar bold black letters, even though it was
impossible to see them from where she stood. Had Katie attended the
ballet school with Nina?
That day, Nancy had decided it really was Katie w h o had been
wheeled out of the hospital at the same time Nancy and her husband,
Jackson, left to bury their daughter. The girl's mother walked beside
Katie while a man, probably her father, pushed her. Nancy saw the
back of the girl's head and caught her breath; a moment of recognition
dashed when one realizes the mind's trick. The girl and her parents
formed a tight family unit; not a broken one, their child gone, like
Nancy and her husband's.
Katie stirred in her bed. A woman, probably the girl's mother,
approached the room, a raincoat slung over her arm, an umbrella in
her hand.
"More rain?" asked Nancy, careful to switch the focus away from
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her unexplainable presence.
"And the only spot I could find was in the back of the parking
lot," the w o m a n said as she h u n g u p her coat on the hook behind the
door. "Usually I get here much earlier, but the traffic was bumper to
bumper."
"Katie," the w o m a n said, turning toward her daughter. "You awake,
honey?" She pulled a chair to her daughter's side. "You feel okay?"
She touched the blanket covering the girl's foot. "I got you the DVD
you wanted."
The girl opened her slitted eyes and smiled. The woman bent over
the girl's face, pulled a stray hair away and kissed her cheek. Nancy,
heaviness settling in her chest, turned and left the room.
Nancy never really considered her daughter's blood type until she
ended u p in Emergency with her a few months following her first
birthday. When her daughter was a newborn, and her tiny hand
clasped Nancy's pinky, she remembered seeing it written down on the
baby's papers. But these details mattered little outside of a hospital.
Nancy had been more interested in seeing Nina's large dark eyes
absorb the world from wherever she was or watching her small face
when Jackson held her on his shoulder and walked her around the
living room moving to the sounds of Miles Davis.
It was only after Nina was rushed to Emergency at the age of 15
months, after her first taste of peanut butter, that Nina thought about
blood types. When the emergency room screening nurse had asked
the question, "What's your daughter's blood type?" she and Jackson
had looked at each other and shaken their heads. Turns out that Nina
took after her father, who was type AB negative, not O negative like
Nancy. Her type was that of a universal donor, a kind that works for
just about anyone. But Jackson's blood was different. Nancy let out a
long breath. His blood didn't mix. Perhaps it was really a matter of
genes and molecules, Nancy thought, recalling those first weeks and
months after Nina was gone.
"You have to let your feelings out," the grief counselor had said to
her when Jackson had finally convinced her to go together to a session.
"I can't," Nancy had answered. "It's too much."
Jackson sat across the room from her on a leather chair.
"Why can't you grieve with me?" he had asked.
She looked at his face and saw his grief around his mouth; it hung
there flaccid, with no hard edge whatsoever. She felt a flicker of fury,
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and then extinguished it with the huge weight of her grief. "I can't
do this with anyone," she said. Nancy watched Jackson prepare to
say something, words that she was sure would be needy, and then
she waved him quiet. He observed her, with a kind of fear, Nancy
thought. She stood, turned her back to him and the counselor and
left the office, allowing the door to shut with a solid click behind her.
From then on, she spent her nights in Nina's room, where she fell
asleep very late on a d a m p pillow.
As spring approached the following year, Jackson confronted Nancy.
"You either go back to grief counseling with me or I'm leaving."
"What good will it do?" she had asked. "It won't bring Nina back."
"Maybe it will bring you back," he said. "I'm here all by myself,
Nancy. It's like you're gone."
"That's not true," Nancy had replied.
"You are so closed off you don't even know it. I need you, Nancy,
and you aren't here."
If it had been any other circumstance, if her daughter had been
blinded or crippled or brain damaged, but still given back to Nancy,
if the universe had allowed Nancy to continue loving and caring for
her daughter, she might have answered differently.
"Well, I can't be there," she replied. She walked to the garage,
climbed into the seat of the Pathfinder and drove toward the rural
Connecticut roads. She traveled through wooded sections, then past
the large homes of Weston, to the open areas that had once been
farmland. She could still see the outlines of old stone walls that had
once divided the properties. She stopped the car on the shoulder and
looked out over the embankment to the valley below and called her
daughter's name, "Nina!" There, she had done it. She had released a
thin ring of grief. It's just that her sadness felt as wide as the rings on
the trunk of an ancient redwood tree.
When she returned to the house, Jackson was at the kitchen table.
Beside him lay a packed duffle. He pushed u p from where he sat, and
reached for his bag. "I can't stay here with you like this. You aren't
giving me what I need."
Nancy said nothing. Looking at him in his faded navy polo shirt,
she thought that despite all her sadness, she had washed his shirt. She
had washed it when Nina was alive and then when she was dead. She
had washed the pillow cases, she had washed his undershirt, and she
had washed and washed away so many tears. But it was no use. The
tears wouldn't stop, and she was helpless to do anything about it.
So it comes to this, she thought. You split when the going gets
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tough, when you aren't getting. She turned away from him, went into
the bathroom and sat on the toilet seat until she heard the back door
close and the sound of his car pulling out of the driveway.
Jackson moved to a rental apartment. For a while he called every
Sunday. Then the calls came less frequently. She knew Jackson
couldn't tough it out on his own. During one of these calls he had
told her, "Nancy, I think you should know that I'm seeing someone.
I just don't want it to be awkward if I run into you with her."
Nancy listened to his words, heard their apologetic tone and
thought, he's not doing this for me. It's so he feels okay.
"Is that all?" she said.
There was a pause, and then he said, quickly, as if he suddenly
needed to get off the phone, because someone had walked into the
room, "Yeah. I gotta go."
Nancy learned from a neighbor that Jackson had reconnected with
an old college girlfriend. "Let her nurse him," she had thought.
After Jackson left, and Nancy was about to begin her second year
of sleeping in Nina's room, she walked into the kitchen one morning
and looked out the window across the lawn to the quiet street of
her cul de sac. Up and d o w n the road were empty driveways. Her
neighbors worked downtown in offices or were busy ferrying their
children to and from school or running family errands. The only
audible sounds were the calls of robins in the backyard and the h u m
of the refrigerator. You've gotten what you wanted, she thought. You
have been left alone. She opened the refrigerator and picked u p the
carton of orange juice. She used to go through several quarts a week,
but now it often went sour before she finished it. Loneliness filled her
while she poured juice into the empty glass.
As she sat there, imagining the long morning stretching before her,
the kind face of Nina's nurse, Susan Evans, appeared in her mind.
She recalled the woman's words on the day Nancy left the hospital to
bury her daughter, "If you ever need anything, anything at all, I mean
anything. Just call." Then she had pressed a paper with her phone
number into Nancy's hand.
"I don't know w h y I'm calling you," Nancy said. "But you told me
I could."
There was a pause on the other end of the phone, while Nancy's
hand trembled holding the receiver. Nancy stood there waiting while
the w o m a n remembered w h o she was.
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"Wait, Nancy Murray," Susan finally said. "Sure."
Nancy began to repeat herself, since she could think of nothing else
to say.
Susan interrupted. "Why don't we get a cup of coffee?"
They met at the hospital cafeteria. "I feel silly coming here like this.
But I didn't know what else to do," Nancy said. She was wearing
a pair of pressed khaki pants, an olive cardigan and pearl earrings
and felt overdressed amongst the gray Formica tables and Styrofoam
cups. Susan listened, not really sure, Nancy thought later, of how to
respond. She believed Susan could help her find her way. Nancy felt
the words tumble out about her losing Nina, while making sure to
pause for gulps of coffee, knowing its hot sting would hold back the
worst of her grief.
Susan let out a long sigh. Several thin gold chains, one with a round
locket on the end, showed at her uniform neckline. Nancy stared at
the shining disc, unable to look directly into Susan's w a r m eyes. "I
nursed my mother through cancer when I was in high school," said
Susan. "It was horrible. She took two years to die. Then I went off to
college and drifted until I found a nursing program." She pulled on
the locket as she spoke. "I ended u p back here, just where I left her. It
helped me a lot at first but now it's just who I am."
Nancy listened, relieved to hear about the grief of another, the way
stubbing a toe can sometimes help a headache.
"You know, maybe working here could help. I've seen others going
through the same thing get some peace being here."
Nancy shrugged. She had worked for more than a decade as a CPA
before Nina was born. She could return to it whenever she wanted. But
she didn't need to since her separation agreement provided a small
income. Still, while sitting there, talking to Susan had soothed her.
"It may be good for you to have a place to go," Susan said.
The two walked over to a wall near the cafeteria where a large
bulletin board listed volunteer opportunities. "You could try it,"
Susan said. "You can always quit."
"I don't know," said Nancy. She read the listings out loud:
"Neonatal ICU Aide, Oncology Aide, Pediatrics Aide, Organ
Donation Counselor." Then she paused to pull d o w n a brochure
describing organ donation counseling and then flipped through the
glossy panels.
"They're the ones w h o speak to the families. You know, help them
decide," said Susan, pointing to the counselor description.
The memory of hers came back to Nancy with a slow burning.
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Their counselor had been a gentle but timid woman, whose voice had
faltered as she'd talked to them. Jackson had said Nina would have
wanted to donate her organs, and Nancy had been so n u m b she'd
gone along with it.
"Some of the best are the ones who've been through it," said Susan.
Several weeks later, Nancy underwent the volunteer training
where she learned the technical language of death and life. She
was relieved to discover that the w o m a n w h o had counseled her
had left the hospital a year before. As Nancy walked down the
corridors and pressed the elevator button to her floor, she felt close
to her daughter, knowing this was where she took her last breath.
But she never spoke to others about her daughter. She preferred to
keep her memories separate from the sympathetic looks from people
w h o couldn't possibly understand. Or the pained expressions on the
mothers of daughters and sons, grown and young, that dissolved into
uncomfortable, tongue-tied pauses. Nancy preferred spending her
days away from all these well-meaning people. She favored the smell
of antiseptic floors, the ring of elevator bells, the artificial light and
the bustle of gurneys, wheelchairs, supply carts and the shuffling of
sensible shoes, urgently walking from floor to floor, wing to wing.
Most of all, however, Nancy needed the hospital because it was the
only place she had found where she knew that there was always
someone else besides her w h o was suffering through losing someone.
There was some comfort in that.
For a while, after Nancy buried Nina, she was furious with her
daughter. She had been over the rules with her so many times. Avoid
eating away from home as much as possible. If she must eat away
from home, stick to fresh foods like fruit, slices of cheese, things
that weren't prepared or processed. Nancy believed she had taught
her daughter how to manage her allergy and could point to the
afternoon when she knew for sure. The two had stopped for a snack
in a restaurant at the mall. Nancy had ordered a sandwich and Nina
ate two soft-boiled eggs. Nina could always rely on eggs to get her
through a meal away from home. Boiled in water, carefully protected
by the shell, there was no way that a nut could get anywhere near her.
But somehow that day, there must have been a touch of nut residue
or additive in her buttered toast, because she had barely finished the
meal when she said, "Mom. My throat is itchy."
Nancy saw herself go into automatic pilot, start feeling around her
purse for the EpiPen she always carried. Her heart was pounding,
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her chest taut. But, suddenly she stilled herself. It took all her energy
and will to stop her fingers from searching for the EpiPen while she
stared at her daughter. "You have to learn how to care for yourself,"
she had said.
Her daughter's face looked as if it was going to collapse.
"Mom. My throat," she said. "It's swelling!"
Nancy continued to sit there, resisting every impulse to help her
daughter. She knew there was time, even if Nina couldn't manage, for
Nancy to give her a dose of epinephrine from the pen.
"You need to save yourself," she said. "Where's your Epi?"
Nina had pulled her knapsack into her lap and ripped open the zipper.
She took out the pen, and jabbed her thigh, right through her jeans.
Nancy remained motionless during those minutes, watching her
daughter, waiting for the fright to drain from her face. "How could
you do this to me!" she said, tears flooding her eyes and running
down her cheeks.
"Now you know how to take care of yourself," Nancy said to her,
reaching across the table to hold onto her hand.
Nina had pulled her hand away. "I hate you!"
Later, as they drove home, Nina took out her pen, examined it and
said, "I always want to travel with two. Because what if one is broken
and I can't get it to work."
That's when Nancy knew that she had done her job. "You are a very
strong girl, I am sorry if you were upset with me."
"It's okay, mom."
On the day Nina died she had stayed over at her friend Susie's home
after ballet rehearsal. The girl's mother had rinsed out the Cuisinart
bowl before making the milkshake but hadn't used soap. The flakes
from the chopped nuts got into her shake. There was no way of seeing
them, and immediately, Nina's throat had swelled closed. Her EpiPen
was nowhere to be found. "Get her to the emergency room!" Nancy
had shouted over the phone to the girl's mother. Nancy had fought the
freeway traffic all the way to the Emergency Center. By the time Libby
Marshall arrived at the hospital carrying Nina, Nancy was already
there waiting. Medical workers took her child and immediately went
to work. At some point Jackson arrived, but by then Nancy couldn't
feel her body. She kept her eyes fixed on the doors to trauma, waiting
for some sign. But that was the problem. There was no sign of brain
activity. Her daughter was brain dead.
From that day on, Nancy's thoughts always led back to Nina.
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Even though there was no place for them to rest. Like a minor key
chord that w o n ' t resolve. But then, Nancy found these connections
between Nina and Katie — overlapping hospital stays, identical blood
types, long dark hair and now the ballet academy. It had to mean
something, she told herself. Even though Nancy wasn't a religious
person, she couldn't help thinking that there was a reason for Katie
entering her life.
When volunteers were needed to supervise the pediatric floor
recreation area, she signed u p immediately. One afternoon a week,
Nancy chatted with the teenaged patients, helped them manage their
IV poles, or assisted them w h e n they hopped from their wheelchairs
onto the soft couch to watch television. Nancy always kept an eye on
the doorway for Katie's narrow face and brown bangs. "Hi, Nancy,"
Katie usually said when she arrived in the recreation area to play
video games. When she did, Nancy pulled her chair near to the girl to
talk. One day they considered Oprah's weight gain. On another they
talked about Judge Judy's latest victim.
Nancy always strained to hear Katie's conversation with the
other kids. One afternoon Katie and a younger girl decided to braid
each other's hair. Nancy watched Katie's hands carefully weave the
younger girl's long blond locks into two braids and then pin them u p
on her head.
Nancy walked over to where the two sat and smiled at the girl.
"You look like Heidi," she said.
Katie frowned. "If I roll them this way," she said, unpinning her
work and then twirling the braids into spheres at each ear, "you'll
look like a blond Princess Leah."
"I love it," said the girl, admiring herself in the mirror.
When the younger girl began to brush Katie's long dark locks and
with some difficulty separated them into three pieces to be braided,
Nancy paused in front of them. "Looks like you could use some
help," she said. The girl dropped the hair and Nancy immediately
pulled a chair toward them and took Katie's hair into her hands. "I'll
show you," she told the girl. Nancy hadn't touched someone else's
hair since she fixed her daughter's that last morning before she left
for ballet. Nina could manage her own hair but liked having her
mother braid it. Some mornings Nancy had dreaded laboring over
it, longing for the day that Nina wouldn't want her help. Today she
was comforted to know that she could create a perfect braid with her
eyes closed. Combing Katie's dark strands, her hand trembled from
their silky feel. When she finished, Katie shuffled, pulling her oxygen
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tank alongside her, to the mirror on the wall and admired Nancy's
work. Then she studied her face in the mirror. "I hate myself. I look
so terrible." She pulled the braid to the side of her shoulder. "I wish I
looked beautiful like Madame Noir."
Nancy feigned a quizzical look, even though she knew exactly to
w h o m she was referring.
"She's the head of the ballet school," Katie said. "She's beautiful
and wears her hair exactly like this." "But Madame is really weird. She
calls us 'mes chers cygnes,' that means swans," Katie said laughing.
"My m o m makes me take ballet even though I don't like it. Mom says
Madame got her French accent in Queens."
Nancy stiffened. She must have looked upset to Katie because
the girl tried to explain herself. "First, I can't do any fast dances or
strenuous moves. So a lot of the time I just watch and what fun is that?"
"That doesn't sound too good," Nancy said, recalling Madame. She
was an odd woman, yes, but so gifted and dedicated to the girls.
Nancy occasionally had arrived early at the academy to pick u p
her daughter and watched her child as she pirouetted, jeted and
practiced arabesques. Madame Noir usually hovered nearby her
students, providing instruction and encouragement. At first Nancy
had thought that Madame was too good to be true. How was it
possible for one w o m a n to have so much energy? But as she watched
Madame's bright eyes ignite the interest of the young girls, she saw
that Madame had a rare gift. "A little softer," she always said. "You
are a bird, not a rhinoceros."
After Nina died, Madame Noir visited Nancy's home. She walked
through the front door wearing a black sleeveless shift and ballet
slippers, her dark hair pulled back in a pony tail. The only makeup she
wore was dark red lipstick. Even though her expression was deflated
from grief, her appearance was striking. "I am so very, very sad," she
had said. Madame Noir held a white embroidered handkerchief in
her hand. Nancy thought it odd that Madame Noir carried a white
handkerchief, not a black one. "Each day I wake up, I want to think
that it is a dream. But I look outside and I know." She paused. "You
know sleep can fool the mind but never the heart," she had said.
Nancy sat across from Madame, trying to listen.
"We had such a very good rehearsal that afternoon," she said.
"You know, I wonder every day if it was something that happened
there to make her forget." She dabbed the corners of her eyes with
the handkerchief. "I searched the studio changing room and found
this under the bench. It must have fallen out of her knapsack."
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Madame Noir pulled out the small black zippered bag that held Nina's
EpiPens and h a n d e d it to Nancy. She lifted it to her chest. Madame
rose from the couch and prepared to leave while Nancy stayed in
her chair, clutching the bag, until the w o m a n found her way out.
Nancy squeezed the case until her fingers felt numb, and then stood
and hurled it at a trash can. Later, Nancy had retrieved the bag
from the pail, wiped it off and gently placed it on a shelf in her
daughter's closet.
The afternoon following her talk with Katie about Madame,
Nancy drove h o m e from the hospital, running the conversation over
in her mind. " H o w dare that girl's mother call Madame a fraud,"
she thought.
A few months after Nina died, the ballet troupe performed their
winter recital in her honor. Out of respect for Nina's friends and
Madame, Nancy had sat through the first half. At intermission, she
spotted Libby Marshall, the mother responsible for what Nancy now
referred to as the "death shake." Nancy hurried out of the auditorium
to avoid her. She had no interest in speaking to this woman, who had
essentially killed her daughter. Why should Nancy ever have to speak
with her?
As she hurried d o w n the steps to the parking lot, Nancy remembered
her last conversation with the grief counselor.
"You should examine some of your feelings," Martha, her counselor,
had said.
"I did," said Nancy. "At the hospital and then at the funeral. I told
her she shouldn't feel responsible."
"Maybe you have more feelings," the counselor answered.
"Of course I do but I don't want to talk about it. Haven't I been
through enough?"
"You need to talk to her at some point."
"I can't."
"But it will stay with you. You'll never be past it."
"Well, I can't and I won't."
The next time Nancy saw Katie, she considered asking her if she had
known Nina, but stopped herself. She liked the ease with which they
chatted, Nancy as a hospital person, a blank slate. But the question
was always on the tip of Nancy's tongue, pushing to be said. One day,
Nancy couldn't keep the question in any longer. "Did you ever know
the girl, Nina, the one w h o died?"
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"Oh yes, she was one of Madame Noir's favorites."
Nancy felt a smile spread over her face. It had been a long time
since she had experienced a swell of parental pride.
"Sometimes when I'm feeling really badly for myself, I think, at
least I'm alive," said Katie.
Knowing that her daughter's donated heart made it possible for
her flesh to live on in another was supposed to help Nancy to feel
Nina's life had made a difference. Her daughter's 13-year-old heart
was now beating in a seven-year-old girl, her liver, after it had been
divided in two, had saved the lives of two children, and her kidneys
had helped a mother of twins and a young doctor.
Letters, some with accompanying photographs, arrived from all
the people who received Nina's organs. A few asked to meet Nancy.
On days when Nancy thought that her missing Nina would split her
wide open, she would read each of the letters from beginning to end.
One family wrote to Nancy every month. Each correspondence
included news about, Anna, the girl w h o had received Nina's heart.
They always ended each letter with the same request: "If it wouldn't
be too much trouble, we would very much like to meet you in person.
To thank you." Nancy knew that some donor families found these
meetings healing. She'd been drawn to the stories she'd seen in People
magazine and Good Housekeeping and the interviews on Dateline,
which showed donor families and recipients, arm in arm, one big
happy extended family.
Toward the end of her third year of mourning, Nancy finally wrote
back, "Yes, I would very much like to meet you."
On the day they had planned to gather at a nearby restaurant,
Nancy was early and she waited at a table watching the entrance. She
opened her wallet to the picture of Nina she carried, and then wiped
the plastic covering with a napkin for a better look at her daughter's
clear gaze and smile. Perhaps, Nancy thought, she might see a spark
of her daughter's spirit today in this little girl, Anna. After all, weren't
the heart and soul intertwined? Nancy felt her own heart p o u n d each
time the door to the restaurant opened.
A young girl with curly red hair, wearing jeans and a stiff mintgreen sweatshirt, entered the restaurant. She carried a bouquet of
white carnations. Her mother and father followed behind. Nancy
noticed the whole family looked messy and overweight, but quickly
dismissed this thought as shallow and insensitive.
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"Nancy?" the w o m a n said.
Nancy nodded and stood up. The three came closer, arms open, just
the way Nancy had imagined it, an emotion-filled greeting like the
ones she'd often witnessed in airport lounges.
"Oh, I have waited for this day," said the girl's mother, Rose. "You
saved m y Anna's life." She had pale brown eyes and bleached blond
hair that showed the remains of a perm. The woman grasped Nancy's
shoulders in a suffocating embrace. Her hold lasted too long and if
Nancy could have found a polite w a y to release it, she would have.
"This is m y husband, Tim," she said. As the man hugged Nancy with
one arm, she smelled fresh cigarette smoke on his sweater. "And
here's Anna," said Rose. "Anna, come here."
The girl ran to Nancy and threw both arms around her waist. "Thank
you for giving me your daughter's heart," she said. Nancy took a step
back. It had been almost three years since a child had hugged Nancy,
and it was soothing and jarring all at once. She put her hand down to
pat the girl's hair. It felt rough and Brillo-y on her palm.
After taking their seats, Rose ordered a Whiskey Sour. "I'm so
emotional. This will settle my nerves," she said. Tim ordered a beer.
Nancy shook her head when the waitress asked her for her drink
order and said, "Just water."
Rose poked Nancy's arm. "Can't believe I'm meeting you," she
said. "I've wanted to see you with m y own two eyes forever."
Nancy searched the woman's face, looking for a way to connect.
But despite Rose's outpouring of emotion, Nancy felt nothing.
"Mommy?"
"Shush Anna! Can't you see I'm talking?"
Anna picked u p four sugar packs and poured them into her mouth,
leaving a trail of white on her plate.
"We went through so much with her with the, you know," she
whispered in Nancy's ear, "the heart dee-feet."
A faint spray of spit hit Nancy's cheek as Rose spoke. Nancy moved
her chair.
"We wished and hoped and cried, m y mother, m y father and
sister..."
Anna reached across the table. "Mommy can I have chicken wings?
Can I?"
"Anna, shush."
"But M o m m y — "
"Tim, can't you do something?"
The girl's father looked u p from his menu. Anna gripped it and
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pulled it toward her, tipping over the glass holding her Coke. The soft
drink slid across the table toward Nancy.
"Anna! N o w look what you've done!" said Rose.
Nancy pushed her chair away from the table to seize napkins from
the booth next to theirs, and then quickly mopped u p the mess.
"This is sooo bad," said Rose.
"It's okay," said Nancy, as she blotted the amber stain on the fabric
of her light blue skirt. "Perhaps we should order," she said, hoping to
deflect attention away from the spill.
"I want chicken wings," said Anna. "Daddy, do they have them?"
"Well, you let me take a look here, Anna, and I'll tell you," he said,
making an effort to share the menu with his daughter.
Nancy felt Rose jab her elbow again. "You know," she said, "ever
since the transplant she's loved chicken wings. The crisper and
greasier the better." The w o m a n chuckled.
Nancy looked down at her menu. Rose started to poke her again,
but Nancy pulled her arm away.
"We thought maybe it was the heart. Your daughter Nina," she
said, leaning in closer, "did she eat a lot of barbequed wings?"
Nancy held her breath for a moment, then formed a perfectly
pronounced, "No."
"Oh, because," continued Rose.
Nancy cut off Rose mid-sentence, saying, "Nina didn't eat meat."
"Oh," said Rose, who grew silent, the joy now drained from her face.
At home later, Nancy couldn't shake the image of Anna. While
greasy barbeque sauce covered the girl's cheeks, the heart of her
graceful, swan-like Nina beat inside this annoying child's chest.
The lunch deflated Nancy for the rest of the weekend and she
was glad to return to the hospital for work on Monday. When she
arrived at her desk, she saw the first e-mail about the new trauma
patient, Elizabeth Jenkins. The girl h u n g on for two more days in the
awful twilight that can occur with a head trauma victim. On Tuesday
there was a brief meeting about it. Katie, Nancy learned there, was
deteriorating fast and had been moved to the top of the Transplant
Waiting List. Finally, on Wednesday, news arrived that despite all the
hospital's efforts, Elizabeth's brain activity had ceased. Dr. Lynch, the
transplant team head, wanted to meet with the family and tell them
about the desperate need of another patient, Katie. He would have
Nancy at his side, to share her own story.
She stood u p and strode d o w n the hallway to the conference room,
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where she knew there would be a long table, one that was large enough
to seat a substantial extended family. Inside, the lights would be softer
than the bright fluorescents in the hospital corridors, the rug would
absorb the sounds of the elevators, doors closing, and gurneys rolling
past. The fichus tree and the Christmas cactus were there to soften
the room. Cups for water, coffee and tea were on a side table near
the plants. And there were tissues, mountains of tissues. She always
made a note of where the box was as soon as she entered the room, so
she could reach for it and push it in the direction of the family.
Dr. Lynch was already there, sitting with the couple, when Nancy
pushed open the door. He was authoritative but with a gentle touch.
Beside him sat a man and woman who were clasping each other's
hands. It was always harder when it was a child. Something about
the thought of cutting into their soft skin. It had been the same
for Nancy.
A few months after Nina died, Nancy had awoken in the middle
of the night remembering a time years ago as if it had occurred the
previous day. Nina fell off the porch steps and cut a long deep wound
into her thigh. She w a s seven years old and usually a reasonable
child not prone to dramatic outbursts. Not this time. As the blood ran
d o w n her leg, she shrieked and shrieked, growing more and more
hysterical. "Mommy, I need the hospital!" she cried, while Nancy
knelt beside her and carefully washed and bandaged the wound. For
years afterward, Nina referred to that day as "the bad step day," and
often ran her finger along the scar even after it faded from pink to
white. If Nina were still alive, Nancy believed a pained expression
would register on her daughter's face if she recalled the incident. But
that expression would never be seen again. Her little girl was deep
in the ground with a long red scar running u p her chest that would
never fade to white. "I shouldn't have let them cut her," she said out
loud in the dark.
Nancy reached over to the couple and awkwardly shook hands.
She looked at the mother's face, then down at the information she
had printed off her computer. Carol and Jerry Jenkins. Dr. Lynch
was explaining h o w the body can be kept alive artificially with the
help of technology, even though brain activity has stopped, and the
person is essentially dead. Brain dead. Thirteen-year-old Elizabeth
had been rollerblading near her house. Someone ran a red light, and
she had forgotten to wear her helmet.
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Nancy recognized guilt on the woman's face. She always saw it in
the parents of the accident victims. She wanted then to reach over and
tell Carol that she was a good mother, that she had always reminded
her daughter about the helmet. That sometimes things just happened.
Out of nowhere. It was the same impulse people had with Nancy,
after she and her husband had rushed to the emergency room,
where they met Libby Marshall carrying Nina in her arms. Jackson,
the doctors, the nurses, and the grief counselor all had said. H o w
could she have known that Nina would have a milk shake? Even a
responsible girl like Nina could sometimes leave a ballet rehearsal
without her EpiPen. But no matter what people said, it never changed
how Nancy felt. She should have protected Nina.
"Three years ago, I lost my daughter in a terrible accident. She
had a nut allergy and drank a milkshake that had been made in a
Cuisinart that had been used earlier to chop nuts. She fell unconscious
before reaching the hospital. Although my daughter's life could not
be saved, she saved the lives of others. Her heart gave life to a little
girl, her kidneys restored the health of a young doctor and a mother
of twins, and her liver was able to be divided in two to save the lives
of two children." Nancy, w h o could recite this speech automatically,
was focused on Carol Delaney's face.
Jerry Jenkins spoke. "When Carol and I signed donor cards some
time ago, we never, ever imagined making this decision for our
daughter."
Nancy nodded, she had perfected the look of compassion, the one
that told those w h o were suffering that she understood. Dr. Lynch
rose to leave. "I'll let you and Nancy talk some more and I'll be back
in a while to learn your decision." Nancy thought about Katie in
ICU waiting for an AB heart. Katie, w h o at the age of 16, had already
undergone 19 surgeries. With a new heart she might get another
10 years. She would take 22 pills a day. She would be puffy. Her
limbs would fracture easily. She might get cancer from the drugs. But
she'd have a chance to go to college. She might get married and
have children. But no heart had ever lasted more than 12 maybe 13
years. Most don't last 10. Katie was buying herself another decade. By
then there may be a new procedure. There might even be a cure for
peanut allergies.
"Can you show me where the ladies' room is?" asked Carol, with
wet eyes.
Nancy led Mrs. Jenkins out of the room. "You know," Carol said,
"I love my child so much and want to do the right thing. But I don't
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know. It seems wrong to cut her u p like that."
Nancy had been trained for this question. Let the person express
how they feel. Empathize with them, provide an alternative way of
looking at the situation. "You know," said Nancy, "I felt the same way,
and so do a lot of parents facing this. It's just human. But so many
come back afterward and say they are glad that they did it. That it
was the right thing."
"None of this will ever feel right," said Carol.
The woman's words lanced some small soft part inside Nancy. Even
after more than three years, it hadn't felt right. And it would never be
right. N o amount of tears, or volunteering, or carefully following the
script, or the depressing gratitude of those Nina saved would make
any of it right. Her daughter's death had broken her heart, ended her
marriage, her motherhood and eliminated a future she had counted
on. Proms, graduation, grandchildren, holidays. She had been cast
adrift. Nancy thought that if she could do it over again, she knew in
her heart that she wouldn't allow her daughter to be cut. It had never
felt right and as she watched Carol's weary expression, she realized
that it never would.
"I'll be outside," Nancy said.
"Thank you," said Carol. While Nancy waited, she thought about
that day she saw Katie being wheeled toward her car to drive home
with her parents while her Nina lay in deep freeze waiting for the
undertaker. Elizabeth Jenkins' heart would give Katie another chance,
while her own daughter had none. Nancy wanted to pour all her
bitterness into something and send it in a vessel away from her forever.
Carol opened the ladies room door and they started back down the
hall to the conference room.
"You know, I haven't told anybody this, but I'm going to tell you,"
said Nancy. "I have never gotten over my daughter's death. It has
been three years. And if I could do it over again, I would have buried
her intact."
Carol stopped and looked at her.
"I'm sure you're wondering w h y I, a donation counselor, am
telling you this," said Nancy. "But it's my job to help you decide. You
shouldn't go into this with any doubt. It will stick with you forever.
I know," she said. Nancy felt her heart speeding up, and her hands
grew hot and moist. "It's just — you don't have to. This hospital will
respect your choice."
Carol looked at Nancy. "Thank you," she said. Then they walked
back into the room.
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It was just a matter of hours, maybe a day or week, before Katie
would slip away. Another AB heart would never be found in time,
Nancy was sure.
Maybe now her own grief would finally pass on to another.
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